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MPT INFO SHEET 1 

Manufacturer                    Avocet                   [    ]     

Era                         [    ]               Fix                          [    ]     
Fuhr                       [    ]               Fullex                     [    ] 
G-U / Ferco            [    ]               Homesafe              [    ] 
Lockmaster            [    ]               Maco                      [    ] 
Mila                        [    ]               Nemef                    [    ]     
Roto                       [    ]               Winkhaus               [    ]  
 

Other                                                                                    
 

Any markings on the face plate or locking points i.e.  
numbers etc...                                                          
                                                                             
 

Total Locking Points (excl. latch) 
 

1 -         [    ]                         5        -         [    ] 
2         -         [    ]                         6        -         [    ] 
3         -         [    ]                         7        -         [    ] 
4         -         [    ] 

Lock Operation 
 

Lever operated      [    ]               Auto fast lock         [    ] 
Twin spindle           [    ]               Key wind up           [    ] 
Split spindle           [    ] 

How many of each locking points? 
 

 
                    Hook / Claw                                 
 
 
 
 
                    Hook & Anti  
                    Lift Pin                                         
 
 
 
 
                    Shoot Pin                                    
 
 
 
 
 

                    Deadbolt                                      
 
 
 
 
 

                    Mushroom                                   
 
 
 

                    Roller                                           
 
Top extension shoot bolt                                 
 
Bottom extension shoot bolt                            

Locking Point Distance 
 
 
 

A        -                                        mm 
 
B        -                                        mm 
 
C        -                                        mm 
 
D        -                                        mm 

 
NB.     Please specify if measurements to the centre of the 
           locking points or between case bodies 

Keeps 
 

For door Type          Keep Type 
 

Timber         [    ]              Individual     [    ] 
PVC             [    ]              One Piece    [    ] 
Aluminium    [    ] 
Composite   [    ] 

Multi-point lock identification chart 

Lock case Dimensions 
 

Latch & Deadbolt              [   ] 
          or 
Latch & Hook                    [   ] 
          or 
Latch only                         [   ] 
 
A - Backset:                      mm 
 
B - Centres:                      mm 
 
C - Centres:                      mm 
 
D - Case depth:                mm 
 
E - Case Height:               mm 

D 

E 
B 

C 

A 

 

Faceplate details 
 
Flat:                                                           [    ] 
 
U-Rail:                                                       [    ] 
 
Width:                                 mm 

Lock construction 
 
1pce             [    ]                         3pce             [    ] 
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Designed to meet and exceed the requirements of BBA, ABI, PAS 23 / 24 and 
the latest CEN European security and performance standards plus cycle tested 
to BS5872.   
 
The unsprung Lockmaster series uses twin followers to give both front door 
night latching and standard back door lever / lever action.   
 
Pre-compression rollers are unique to the Lockmaster and ensure smooth 
action and positive door alignment. 
 
Other features include deadbolt with hardened pins & snib ’latch hold back’ 
facility.  
 
 
Nightlatch door locks - unsprung  
 
DEPAD11101SS       35mm backset, 4 roller, rev. latch  
                                 & deadbolt                                                 silver triklad 
 
DEPAD13101SS       35mm backset, 2 hook, 2 anti-lift pins, 
                                 2 roller, rev. latch & deadbolt                     silver triklad 
 
DEPAD13121SS       35mm backset, 2 hook, 2 anti-lift pins, 
                                 4 roller, rev. latch & deadbolt                     silver triklad 
 
DEPAD14101SS       35mm backset, 4 hook, 2 anti-lift pins, 
                                 2 roller, rev. latch & deadbolt                     silver triklad 
 
DEPAD45101SS       35mm backset, 2 hook, 2 anti-lift pins, 
                                 2 roller, rev. latch & deadbolt - extendable  
                                                                                                   silver triklad 
 
DEPAD45121SS       35mm backset, 2 hook, 2 anti-lift pins, 
                                 4 roller, rev. latch & deadbolt - extendable                         
                                                                                                   silver triklad 
 
 
Shoot bolts for extendable models 
 
DEPAD90011SS / 90005SS  
                                 2 x shoot bolt extensions incl. keeps          silver triklad 
 
DEPAD90012SS / 90005SS 
                                 2 x high security shoot bolt extensions 
                                 incl. keeps                                                  silver triklad 
 
 
Corrosion resistance:           Silver triklad is an upgraded plating specification   
                                            giving products 240 hours neutral salt spray          
                                            meeting the requirements of BS7412 Grade 4.      
                                            The finish is also Chromium hexavelent 6 free,      
                                            meeting the latest European (green) specification. 
                                            Components plated to BS1706. 1990 
 
 
NOTE:            All unsprung door locks require sprung handles sets - see the     
                      Door Furniture section of this catalogue 
 

Keeps to suit the D&E lockmaster range - see pages L-1012 to L-1016 

D&E Lockmaster multi-point locks - unsprung  
CI/SfB 
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L-1001 
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D&E Lockmaster multi-point locks - unsprung  

L-1002 
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D&E Lockmaster multi-point locks - unsprung  

L-1003 
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NOTE:  
Shootbolt extensions & 
keeps supplied extra: 

PAD90011SS / 90005SS 
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D&E Lockmaster multi-point locks - unsprung  

L-1004 
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Designed to meet and exceed the requirements of BBA, ABI, PAS 23 / 24 and 
the latest CEN European security and performance standards plus cycle tested 
to BS5872.   
 
The sprung Lockmaster series has a single follower to give lift-lever operation 
for use with lever / lever furniture.   
 
Pre-compression rollers are unique to the Lockmaster and ensure smooth 
action and positive door alignment. 
 
Other features include deadbolt with hardened pins. 
 
 
Lever / Lever door locks - sprung 
 
DEPAD10100SS       35mm backset, 4 roller, rev. latch  
                                 & deadbolt                                                 silver triklad 
 
DEPAD13100SS       35mm backset, 2 hook, 2 anti-lift pins, 
                                 2 roller, rev. latch & deadbolt                     silver triklad 
 
DEPAD13120SS       35mm backset, 2 hook, 2 anti-lift pins, 
                                 4 roller, rev. latch & deadbolt                     silver triklad 
 
DEPAD14100SS       35mm backset, 4 hook, 2 anti-lift pins, 
                                 2 roller, rev. latch & deadbolt                     silver triklad 
 
DEPAD45100SS       35mm backset, 2 hook, 2 anti-lift pins, 
                                 2 roller, rev. latch & deadbolt, extendable   
                                                                                                   silver triklad 
 
DEPAD45120SS       35mm backset, 2 hook, 2 anti-lift pins, 
                                 4 roller, rev. latch & deadbolt, extendable                          
                                                                                                   silver triklad 
 
 
Shoot bolts for extendable models 
 
DEPAD90011SS / 90005SS  
                                 2 x shoot bolt extensions incl. keeps          silver triklad 
 
DEPAD90012SS / 90005SS 
                                 2 x high security shoot bolt extensions 
                                 incl. keeps                                                  silver triklad 
 
 
Corrosion resistance:           Silver triklad is an upgraded plating specification   
                                            giving products 240 hours neutral salt spray          
                                            meeting the requirements of BS7412 Grade 4.      
                                            The finish is also Chromium hexavelent 6 free,      
                                            meeting the latest European (green) specification. 
                                            Components plated to BS1706. 1990 
 
 
NOTE:            Nightlatch operation can not be achieved using the sprung  
                      lockmaster. 

 
All sprung door locks require unsprung handles sets -  

see the Door Furniture section of this catalogue 
 

Keeps to suit the D&E lockmaster range - see pages L-1012 to L-1016 

D&E Lockmaster multi-point locks - sprung  

L-1005 
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D&E Lockmaster multi-point locks - sprung  

DEPAD10100SS DEPAD14100SS 

L-1006 
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D&E Lockmaster multi-point locks - sprung  

DEPAD13100SS DEPAD13120SS 

L-1007 
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D&E Lockmaster multi-point locks - sprung  

PAD45100SS 

NOTE:  
Shootbolt extensions & 
keeps supplied extra: 

DEPAD90011SS / 90005SS 

L-1008 
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D&E Lockmaster multi-point locks - French door  

 
Designed to meet and exceed the requirements of BBA, ABI, PAS 23 / 24 and 
the latest CEN European security and performance standards plus cycle tested 
to BS5872.   
 
The sprung Lockmaster series specifically designed for use on french doors,  
has a single follower to give lift-lever operation for use with lever / lever 
furniture.   
 
Pre-compression rollers are unique to the Lockmaster and ensure smooth 
action and positive door alignment. 
 
Other features include deadbolt with hardened pins. 
 
French door door locks - sprung  
 
DEPAD30100SS       35mm backset, slave door lock                  silver triklad 
 
DEPAD31100SS       35mm backset, 2 roller, rev. latch &  
                                 deadbolt, extendable                                  silver triklad 
 
DEPAD32100SS       35mm backset, 2 hook, 2 roller, rev. latch  
                                 & deadbolt, extendable                              silver triklad 
 
DEPAD34100SS       35mm backset, 2 hook, 2 anti-lift pins, 2 roller, 
                                 rev. latch & deadbolt, extendable               silver triklad 
 
 
Shoot bolts for extendable models 
 
DEPAD90011SS / 90005SS  
                                 2 x shoot bolt extensions incl. keeps          silver triklad 
 
DEPAD90012SS / 90005SS 
                                 2 x high security shoot bolt extensions 
                                 incl. keeps                                                  silver triklad 
 
 
Corrosion resistance:           Silver triklad is an upgraded plating specification   
                                            giving products 240 hours neutral salt spray          
                                            meeting the requirements of BS7412 Grade 4.      
                                            The finish is also Chromium hexavelent 6 free,      
                                            meeting the latest European (green) specification. 
                                            Components plated to BS1706. 1990 
 
 
NOTE:            Nightlatch operation can not be achieved using the sprung         
                      lockmaster. 
 

All sprung door locks require unsprung handles sets -  
see the Door Furniture section of this Catalogue. 

 
Keeps to suit the D&E lockmaster range - see pages L-1012 to L-1016 

L-1009 
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DEPAD13100SS DEPAD32100SS 

NOTE:  
Shootbolt extensions & 
keeps supplied extra: 

PAD90011SS / 90005SS 

D&E Lockmaster multi-point locks - French door  

L-1010 
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NOTE:  
Shootbolt extensions & 
keeps supplied extra: 

PAD90011SS / 90005SS 

D&E Lockmaster multi-point locks - French door  

DEPAD34100SS 

L-1011 
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The extensive range of keeps to complement the D&E Lockmaster door bolts for 
residential and french doors. 
 
For aluminium & timber applications please contact the sales team. 
 
Profile packers are available if required - please specify profile when ordering 
 
DEPAD90004            box strike insert                                            
 
Door lock keeps 
DEPAD90021/LH      centre latch / deadbolt plate - LH                 silver triklad 
DEPAD90022/RH     centre latch / deadbolt plate - RH                 silver triklad 
DEPAD90023            combined hook with anti-lift & roller 
                                 keeps with box strike                                    silver triklad 
DEPAD90061S/LH    combined hook & 2 roller keep - LH             silver triklad 
DEPAD90062S/RH   combined hook & 2 roller keep - RH           silver triklad 
DEPAD90007SS       single hook keep                                          silver triklad 
 
French door shootbolt keep 
DEPAD90005SS       single adj. shootbolt keep                            silver triklad 
DEPAD90006SS       double adj. shootbolt keep                           silver triklad 
 
 
Residential door shootbolt keeps 
DEPAD90015SS       single shootbolt keep                                    silver triklad 
DEPAD90051SS       single adj. shootbolt keep                            silver triklad 
 
 
One piece high security keeps 
DEPAD90041S/LH    to suit DEPAD13100SS & 
                                 DEPAD13101SS - LH                                  silver triklad 
DEPAD90042S/RH   to suit DEPAD13100SS & 
                                 DEPAD13101SS - RH                                 silver triklad 
 
DEPAD90043S/LH    to suit DEPAD13120SS  
                                 DEPAD13121SS - LH                                  silver triklad 
DEPAD90044S/RH   to suit DEPAD13120SS  
                                 DEPAD13121SS - RH                                 silver triklad 
 
DEPAD90045S/LH    to suit DEPAD32100SS - LH                       silver triklad 
DEPAD90046S/RH   to suit DEPAD32100SS - RH                       silver triklad 
 
DEPAD90107S/LH    to suit DEPAD45100SS - LH                       silver triklad 
DEPAD90108S/RH   to suit DEPAD45100SS - RH                       silver triklad 
 
 
Corrosion resistance:           Silver triklad is an upgraded plating specification   
                                            giving products 240 hours neutral salt spray          
                                            meeting the requirements of BS7412 Grade 4.      
                                            The finish is also Chromium hexavelent 6 free,     
                                            meeting the latest European (green) specification. 
                                            Components plated to BS1706. 1990 

D&E Lockmaster - keeps 

L-1012 
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D&E Lockmaster - keeps 

Box strike dimensions 

DEPAD90015SS 
Single non-adjustable shootbolt keep 
 
Requires 2 profile packers 

DEPAD90051S 
Single adjustable shootbolt keep - supplied in pairs 
 
DEPAD90053S 
Single adjustable shootbolt keep with box strike - supplied in pairs 
 
Requires 2 profile packers 

DEPAD90005SS 
Single adjustable shootbolt keep - supplied in pairs 
 
DEPAD90052S 
Single adjustable shootbolt keep with box strike - supplied in pairs 
 
Requires 2 profile packers 

DEPAD90026SS 
Single adjustable offset shootbolt keep - supplied in pairs 
 
DEPAD90055 
Single adjustable offset shootbolt keep with box strike - supplied in pairs 
 
Requires 2 profile packers 

L-1013 

DEPAD90004 
Box strike insert 

DEPAD90006SS 
Double adjustable shootbolt keep 
 
DEPAD90054S 
Single adjustable offset shootbolt keep with box strike 
 
Requires 2 profile packers 
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D&E Lockmaster - keeps 

DEPAD90023 
Combined hook & roller keep - (supplied in pairs) 

Requires 3 profile packers per keep 

DEPAD90021/LH     DEPAD90022/RH 
Centre latch & deadbolt plates. 

Requires 3 profile packers per keep 

DEPAD90061S/LH              DEPAD90062S/RH 
Combined hook & 2 roller keep - (supplied in pairs) 

Requires 4 profile packers per keep 

TOP 

BOTTOM 

L-1014 
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D&E Lockmaster - keeps 

LH RH 

LH RH 

DEPAD90041S/LH DEPAD90042S/RH 
For use with 

DEPAD13100SS & DEPAD13101SS  

Requires 12 profile packers   

DEPAD90107S/LH DEPAD90108S/RH 
For use with 

DEPAD45100SS & DEPAD45101SS 

Requires 12 profile packers   

L-1015 
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D&E Lockmaster - keeps 

LH RH 

LH RH 

DEPAD90045S/LH DEPAD90046S/RH 
For use with 

DEPAD32100SS 

Requires 12 profile packers   

DEPAD90043S/LH DEPAD90044S/RH 
For use with 

DEPAD13120SS & DEPAD13121SS 

Requires 12 profile packers   

L-1016 
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D&E Maco multi-point locks 

 
The D&E Maco ’lift lever’ & ’turn key’ to lock range of multi-point door locks have a 
central lockcase comprising of a latch & deadbolt with a 20mm throw. 
 
Other locking points include hooks with a 24mm throw & self height adjusting         
‘I.S.’  (Intelligent Security) mushroom cams which can be used as either a standard 
cam or a mushroom cam for extra security. 
 
 
Multi-point locks for PVCu doors 
 
DEMAC56211           35mm backset, 4 I.S. cams,  rev. latch 
                                 & deadbolt                                                   silver triklad 
 
DEMAC56231           35mm backset, 4 I.S. cams, 2 hook 
                                 rev. latch & deadbolt - extendable               silver triklad 
 
 
Multi-point locks for composite / timber doors 
 
DEMAC53581           35mm backset, 4 hook,  rev. latch 
                                 & deadbolt                                                   silver triklad 
 
 
Shoot bolts for extendable models 
 
DESBT55209            2 x shoot bolt extensions - 300mm              silver triklad 
 
DESBT55210            2 x shoot bolt extensions with 
                                 I.S. cam - 500mm                                        silver triklad 
 
DESBT55211            reverse action shootbolt with 
                                 I.S. cam - 300mm                                        silver triklad 
 
 
Corrosion resistance:           Silver triklad is an upgraded plating specification   
                                            giving products 240 hours neutral salt spray          
                                            meeting the requirements of BS7412 Grade 4.   
 
 
NOTE:            All keeps for the D&E Maco range are profile related.  If you require a 
                      keep, please ensure you have your profile name and / or number. 
 

All sprung door locks require unsprung handles sets -  
see the Door Furniture section of this catalogue 

L-1017 
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DEMAC56231 DEMAC56211 DEMAC53581 

D&E Maco multi-point locks 

L-1018 
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The D&E Maco multi-point door locks with ‘split spindle’ & ’nightlatch’ for extra    
security, have a central lockcase comprising of a latch & deadbolt with a 20mm 
throw . 
 
Other locking points include hooks with a 24mm throw & self height adjusting         
‘I.S.’  (Intelligent Security) mushroom cams which can be used as either a standard 
cam or a mushroom cam for extra security. 
 
 
Split spindle multi-point locks for PVCu doors 
 
DEMAC56301           35mm backset, 2 I.S. cams, 2 hook 
                                 rev. latch & deadbolt - extendable               silver triklad 
 
 
Split spindle multi-point locks for composite / timber 
doors 
 
DEMAC54201           35mm backset, 4 hook,  rev. latch 
                                 & deadbolt                                                   silver triklad 
 
 
D&E split spindle kit 
 
DESP5004/120         split spindle kit  - 55 / 65mm  
 
Length:                      120mm 
Diameter:                  8mm 
 
 
Shoot bolts for extendable models 
 
DESBT55209            2 x shoot bolt extensions - 300mm              silver triklad 
 
DESBT55210            2 x shoot bolt extensions with 
                                 I.S. cam- 500mm                                         silver triklad 
 
DESBT55211            reverse action shootbolt with 
                                 I.S. cam - 300mm                                        silver triklad 
 
 
Corrosion resistance:           Silver triklad is an upgraded plating specification   
                                            giving products 240 hours neutral salt spray          
                                            meeting the requirements of BS7412 Grade 4.   
 
 
NOTE:            All keeps for the D&E Maco range are profile related.  If you require a 
                      keep, please ensure you have your profile name and / or number. 
 

All sprung door locks require unsprung handles sets -  
see the Door Furniture section of this catalogue 

 

D&E Maco multi-point locks - split spindle 

L-1019 
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DEMAC56301 DEMAC54201 

D&E Maco multi-point locks - split spindle 

L-1020 
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The D&E Maco multi-point door locks with ‘split spindle’ & ’nightlatch’ for extra    
security, have a central lockcase comprising of a latch & deadbolt with a 20mm 
throw . 
 
Other locking points include hooks with a 24mm throw & self height adjusting         
‘I.S.’  (Intelligent Security) mushroom cams which can be used as either a standard 
cam or a mushroom cam for extra security. 
 
 
Multi-point locks for PVCu french doors 
 
DEMAC53431           35mm backset, 2 hook, rev. latch 
                                 & deadbolt - extendable                               silver triklad 
 
DEMAC53441           35mm backset, slave door lock                    silver triklad     
 
DEMAC56291           35mm backset, 2 ‘I.S’ cam, rev. latch 
                                 & deadbolt - extendable                               silver triklad 
 
 
D&E split spindle 
 
DESP5004/120         split spindle - 55 / 65mm       
 
Length:                      120mm 
Diameter:                  8mm 
 
 
Shoot bolts for extendable models 
 
DESBT55209            2 x shoot bolt extensions - 300mm              silver triklad 
 
DESBT55210            2 x shoot bolt extensions with 
                                 I.S. cam- 500mm                                         silver triklad 
 
DESBT55211            reverse action shootbolt with 
                                 I.S. cam - 300mm                                        silver triklad 
 
 
Corrosion resistance:           Silver triklad is an upgraded plating specification   
                                            giving products 240 hours neutral salt spray          
                                            meeting the requirements of BS7412 Grade 4.   
 
 
NOTE:            All keeps for the D&E Maco range are profile related.  If you require a 
                      keep, please ensure you have your profile name and / or number. 
 
 

All sprung door locks require unsprung handles sets -  
see the Door Furniture section of this catalogue 

 
A split spindle pack will also be required - see page L-1038 

D&E Maco multi-point locks - french doors 

L-1021 
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DEMAC53441 DEMAC53431 DEMAC56291 

D&E Maco multi-point locks - french doors 

L-1022 
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D&E GU Ferco multi-point locks 

 
The D&E Ferco are available in a range of options - lever / lever, Europa ’Plus’ 
Fastlock & Nightlatch.  
 
Central & remote deadbolts project 20mm whilst the hooks have a 23mm throw.  
Additional security features include adjustable compressions roller cams & 
adjustable anti-jemmy steel mushroom cams. 
 
 
Europa lever / lever operation  
 
DEFER32581            28mm backset, 4 roller, rev. latch  
                                 & deadbolt - extendable                               silver triklad 
 
DEFER32771            28mm backset, 2 mushroom, 2 roller,  
                                 rev. latch & deadbolt - extendable                silver triklad 
 
DEFER32755            28mm backset, 3 deadbolts & 
                                 rev. latch - extendable                                 silver triklad 
 
DEFER32487            28mm backset, 2 hook, rev. latch & 
                                 deadbolt - extendable                                  silver triklad 
 
DEFER32580            35mm backset, 4 roller, rev. latch  
                                 & deadbolt - extendable                               silver triklad 
 
DEFER32770            35mm backset, 2 mushroom, 2 roller,  
                                 rev. latch & deadbolt - extendable                silver triklad 
 
DEFER32754            35mm backset, 3 deadbolts & 
                                 rev. latch - extendable                                 silver triklad 
 
DEFER32218            35mm backset, 3 offset deadbolts & 
                                 rev. latch - extendable                                 silver triklad 
 
DEFER32486            35mm backset, 2 hook, rev. latch & 
                                 deadbolt - extendable                                  silver triklad 
 
DEFER32602            35mm backset, 2 hook, 2 roller, 
                                 rev. latch & deadbolt - extendable                silver triklad 
 
 
Europa ’Plus’ Fastlock 
 
DEFER33106            35mm backset, 2 hook, rev. latch & 
                                 deadbolt - extendable                                  silver triklad 
 
 
Europa Nightlatch* 
 
DEFER32600            35mm backset, 2 hook, rev. latch & 
                                 deadbolt - extendable                                  silver triklad 
 
DEFER32610            35mm backset, 2 hook, 2 roller, rev. latch  
                                 & deadbolt - extendable                               silver triklad 
 
DEFER32694            35mm backset, 4 roller, rev. latch  
                                 & deadbolt - extendable                               silver triklad 

L-1023 
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D&E half spindle 
 
For use with PVCu handles with a bolt through fixing - lever / offset lever or pad. 
 
DESP5011/55           half spindle - 55mm 
 
DESP5011/65           half spindle - 65mm   
 
DESP5011/75           half spindle - 75mm   
 
Diameter:                  8mm 
 
*          To obtain nightlatch operation you must use 2 ‘half spindles’ with every      
           multi-point lock.  If you require a Spindle kit, they are profile specific so 
           please ensure you have your profile name and / or number. 
 
 
Corrosion resistance:           Silver triklad is an upgraded plating specification   
                                            giving products 240 hours neutral salt spray meeting 
                                            the requirements of BS7412 Grade 4.   
 
 
NOTE:            All unsprung door locks require sprung handles sets - see the    
                      Door Furniture section of this catalogue 
 

Keeps to suit the D&E GU Ferco range - see pages L-1031 & L-1032 

D&E GU Ferco multi-point locks 

L-1024 

Supplied 
individually  

as 
profile 
related 
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DEFER32602 DEFER32610 

Europa Lever / lever  

A1 568mm A2 768.5 

B1 660mm B2 809.5mm 

C 345mm HH 1050mm 

L 2285mm   

Europa Nightlatch 

DEFER32218  

A 737.5mm B 872.5mm 

HH 100mm L 2285mm 

    

    

Europa Lever / lever - 35mm backset  

Face plate - 16mm 
Centres - 92mm 

8mm spindle 

D&E GU Ferco multi-point locks 

L-1025 
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DEFER32754 DEFER32755 

Europa Lever / lever - 
35mm backset  

Europa Lever / lever - 
28mm backset  

A 568mm B 660mm 

C 345mm HH 105mm 

L 2285mm   

DEFER32580 DEFER32581 

Europa Lever / lever - 
35mm backset   

A1 279mm A2 749mm 

B1 391mm B2 861mm 

C 415mm HH 1050mm 

L 2285mm   

Europa Lever / lever - 
28mm backset   

Face plate - 16mm 
Centres - 92mm 

8mm spindle 

D&E GU Ferco multi-point locks 

L-1026 
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DEFER32770 DEFER32771 

Europa Lever / lever - 
35mm backset  

Europa Lever / lever - 
28mm backset  

A1 279mm A2 749mm 

B1 391mm B2 861mm 

C 415mm HH 1050mm 

L 2285mm   

DEFER32486 DEFER32487 

Europa Lever / lever - 
35mm backset   

A 568mm B 660mm 

C 345mm HH 800-1050mm 

L 2285mm   

    

Europa Lever / lever - 
28mm backset   

Face plate - 16mm 
Centres - 92mm 

8mm spindle 

D&E GU Ferco multi-point locks 

L-1027 
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D&E GU Ferco multi-point locks - french doors 

 
The D&E Ferco french door programme offers many options on both Master & slave 
leaf.  In addition the specific French door locks listed below, any GU Ferco Europa 
multi-point lock can be used to operate the main leaf.   
 
All multi-point locks have a 92mm centre and a available in lever / lever operation 
only.  
 
Central & remote deadbolts project 20mm.  Additional security features include   
adjustable compressions roller cams & adjustable anti-jemmy steel mushroom 
cams. 
 
 
Master leaf multi-point locks 
 
DEFER32687            28mm backset, 2 roller, rev. latch  
                                 & deadbolt - extendable                               silver triklad 
 
DEFER32689            30mm backset, 2 roller, fixed bottom  
                                 shootbolt,  rev. latch & deadbolt - extendable                   
                                                                                                     silver triklad 
 
DEFER32686            35mm backset, 2 roller, rev. latch  
                                 & deadbolt - extendable                               silver triklad 
 
DEFER32688            35mm backset, 2 roller, fixed bottom  
                                 shootbolt,  rev. latch & deadbolt - extendable                   
                                                                                                     silver triklad 
 
 
Slave leaf doorbolts 
 
DEFER32571            28mm backset, no locking points -  
                                 extendable only                                           silver triklad 
 
DEFER32570            35mm backset, no locking points -  
                                 extendable only                                           silver triklad 
 
 
 
Extensions 
 
DEFER67600S         top action shootbolt                                     silver triklad 
DEFER16798S         bottom shootbolt                                          silver triklad 

L-1028 
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D&E GU Ferco multi-point locks - french doors 

DEFER32686 DEFER32687 

Europa Lever / lever - 
35mm backset  

Europa Lever / lever - 
28mm backset  

A 279mm B 391mm 

C 415mm HH 890mm 

L 1900mm   

    

DEFER32486 DEFER32487 

Europa Lever / lever - 
35mm backset   

A 279mm B 391mm 

L 1900mm HH 1050mm 

    

    

Europa Lever / lever - 
28mm backset   

Face plate - 16mm 
Centres - 92mm 

8mm spindle 

L-1029 
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D&E GU Ferco multi-point locks - french doors 

DEFER32570 DEFER32571 

Europa Lever / lever - 
35mm backset   

HH 800-1050mm L 1830mm 

    

    

    

Europa Lever / lever - 
28mm backset   

Face plate - 16mm 
Centres - 92mm 

8mm spindle 

L-1030 
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D&E GU Ferco G4 Europa - keeps 

 
The comprehensive range of keeps to complement the GU Ferco door bolts for  
residential and french doors. 
 
For aluminium & timber applications please contact the sales team. 
 
Profile packers are available if required - please specify profile when ordering 
 
DEGUL33905            box strike insert for deadbolt keep 
DEGUL33906            box strike insert for centre latch keep                               
            
 
GU Ferco standard keeps 
 
DEGUL37986S         roller keep                                                    silver triklad 
DEGUL30014LS       centre latch / deadbolt keep - LH                 silver triklad 
DEGUL30014RS      centre latch / deadbolt keep - RH                 silver triklad 
DEGUL30012            G4 deadbolt keep                                        silver triklad 
DEGUL30013S         hook keep                                                    silver triklad 
 
 
Shootbolt keeps 
 
DEPAD90005SS       single adj. shootbolt keep                            silver triklad 
DEPAD90006SS       double adj. shootbolt keep                           silver triklad 
 
 
Corrosion resistance:           Silver triklad is an upgraded plating specification   
                                            giving products 240 hours neutral salt spray          
                                            meeting the requirements of BS7412 Grade 4.      
                                            The finish is also Chromium hexavelent 6 free,     
                                            meeting the latest European (green) specification. 
                                            Components plated to BS1706. 1990 

L-1031 
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D&E GU Ferco G4 Europa - keeps 

L-1032 

DEPAD90005SS 
Single adjustable shootbolt keep - supplied in pairs 
 
Requires 2 profile packers 

DEPAD90006SS 
Double adjustable shootbolt keep 
 
Requires 2 profile packers 

DEGUL37968S 
Roller keep 

DEGUL30013S 
G4 Europa hook keep 

DEGUL30012S 
G4 Europa deadbolt keep 

DEGUL30014LS 
Centre latch & deadbolt keep -  
 
DEPAD90054S 
Double adjustable shootbolt keep with box strike 
 
Requires 2 profile packers 
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D&E finger operated shootbolts 

 
D&E GU Ferco finger operated shootbolts are for use on french doors. 
 
 
PVCu doors 
 
DESBT044101          finger operated shootbolt - euro-groove 
                                 fitting                                                            silver triklad 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Timber / composite doors 
 
DESBT28957            Maco finger operated shootbolt                   silver triklad 
 
 
NOTE:            Other finger operated shootbolts are available to special order. 
                      Please contact the sales team with your requirements. 

L-1033 
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D&E Fullex Crimebeater multi-point locks 
timber / composite doors 

L-1033A 

 
The Fullex Crimebeater is UKAS tested to PAS 23/24 and is ‘Secured by Design’.
Engineered to provide long term reliability and security it offers the following: 
 
 PAS 23/24 and Secured by Design certifications 
  2 tapered steel hooks, deadbolt and latch or  
           3 deadbolts and latch 
  Dual or single spindle option.   
  Easily reversible latch as standard 
  Integral latch hold back function on the forend 
  Various adjustable security keep sets available 
 
Forend:                     1720mm long x 20mm wide - radiused 
 
Models:                     2 deadbolt, rev. latch & deadlolt 
                                 2 deadbolt, rev. latch & deadbolt with NHBC approved integral 
                                 deadlocking system 
                                 2 hook, rev. latch & deadbolt 
                                 2 hook, deadlock, rev. latch & deadbolt with NHBC approved 
                                 integral deadlocking system 
 
Operation 
 
The Crimebeater is a lever operated multi-point lock.  The latch bolt is operated by 
the lever handles, all other bolts are thrown when the lever handle is lifted.  Locking 
of the lock is via a euro-profile cylinder.  The NHBC deadlocking system is operated 
by a 5 lever key, supplied with the lock. 
 
 
DEFXCRB0001         35mm backset, 2 deadbolt, rev. latch 
                                 & deadbolt - 20x1720mm                             sss 
 
DEFXCRB0002         45mm backset, 2 deadbolt, rev. latch 
                                 & deadbolt - 20x1720mm                             sss 
 
DEFXCRB0003         55mm backset, 2 deadbolt, rev. latch 
                                 & deadbolt - 20x1720mm                             sss 
 
 
DEFXCRB0004         35mm backset, 2 hook, rev. latch 
                                 & deadbolt - 20x1720mm                             sss 
 
DEFXCRB0005         45mm backset, 2 hook, rev. latch 
                                 & deadbolt - 20x1720mm                             sss 
 
DEFXCRB0006         55mm backset, 2 hook, rev. latch 
                                 & deadbolt - 20x1720mm                             sss 
 
Keeps 
 
DEFXKEEPSET004  centre latch & deadbolt keep, top & 
                                 btm keeps - set                                            zp 
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D&E Fullex Crimebeater multi-point locks 
timber / composite doors 

L-1033B 

1720 x 20mm radius forend model 
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D&E Fullex Crimebeater multi-point locks 
timber / composite doors 

L-1033C 

For both top & bottom deadbolts or hooks, the distance 
from the lock centre to the centre of the top & bottom  
locking points is 700mm 
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D&E Fullex SPECIAL - multi-point lock -  
timber / composite doors 

L-1033D 
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D&E Nemef multi-point locks - timber doors 

L-1034 

 
Designed to meet and exceed the latest CEN European security and performance 
standards.   
 
The burglary resistant multi-point locks from Nemef have bee developed to meet 
the highest demands which are made on locks & builders hardware.  The unique 
construction combines optimal security with durability and quality. 
 
Suitable for a wide range of doors, the 4923 & 4926 offer installers an easily       
installed locks and end user easy operation. 
 
Burglary resistant door specifications: 
 
Door height               up to 2400mm 
Door thickness:         38 - 40mm 
 
Door height:              up to 2700mm 
Door thickness:         54mm 
 
 
Operation 
 
DE4923/02 
The DE4923/02 is a gear operated multi-point lock.  The latch bolt is operated by 
the lever handles, all other bolts are wound out when the cylinder key is turned.
Locking of the lock is via a euro-profile cylinder 
 
 
DE4926/02 
The DE4926/02 is a lever operated multi-point lock.  The latch bolt is operated by 
the lever handles, all other bolts are thrown when the lever handle is lifted.  Locking 
of the lock is via a euro-profile cylinder 
 
 
DE4923/02/55           55mm backset, 3 hook & rev. latch gear  
                                 operated lock                                               silver 
 
DE4923/02/65           65mm backset, 3 hook & rev. latch gear  
                                 operated lock                                               silver 
 
 
DE4926/02/55           55mm backset, 3 hook & rev. latch    
                                 mechanically operated lock                          silver 
 
DE4926/02/65           65mm backset, 3 hook & rev. latch    
                                 mechanically operated lock                          silver 
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D&E Nemef multi-point locks - timber doors 

L-1035 

DE4923/02/55 DE4923/02/65 
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D&E Nemef multi-point locks - timber doors 

L-1036 
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L-1037 

 
D&E hook spindle - DESP5001/65 
 
For use on applications where a lever is installed on one side of the door only.  The 
hook is secured by tightening the grub screw located down the centre of the     
spindle. 
 
DESP5001/65           hook spindle - 65mm  
 
Door thickness:         50 - 55mm 
Diameter:                  8mm 
 
Supplied complete with allen key. 
 
Suitable for use with any D&E lockcase with an 8mm through follower. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D&E half spindle - PVCu handles  
 
For use with PVCu handles with a bolt through fixing - lever / offset lever or pad. 
 
DESP5011/55           half spindle - 55mm   
 
DESP5011/65           half spindle - 65mm   
 
DESP5011/75           half spindle - 75mm   
 
Diameter:                  8mm 
 
Supplied complete with allen key. 
 
Suitable for use with any D&E lockcase with an 8mm through follower. 
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L-1038 

 
D&E split spindle - DESP5002/100 
 
For use on applications where anti-panic locks with a 8mm split follower are       
installed. 
 
DESP5002/100         split spindle - 100mm                                               
 
Length:                     100mm 
Door thickness:         54mm 
Diameter:                  8mm 
 
 
 
D&E split spindle - DESP5003/100 
 
For use on applications where anti-panic locks with a 9mm split follower are       
installed. 
 
DESP5003/100         split spindle - 50 / 50mm        
 
Length:                     100mm 
Door thickness:         54mm 
Diameter:                  9mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D&E split spindle - PVCu handles  
 
For use with PVCu handles with a bolt through fixing - lever / lever or pad. 
 
Primarily for use on nightlatch multi-point locks. 
 
DESP5004/120         split spindle - 55 / 65mm        
 
Length:                     120mm 
Diameter:                  8mm 
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D&E spindles 

 
D&E Pitts mortice spindle 
 
For use on applications where a set of levers or knob furniture is  used which rely 
on the rose or backplate fixings to secure them to the door. 
 
This spindle is highly recommended for use on handles for PVCu and Aluminium 
applications. 
 
DESP5005/150         5mm pitts mortice spindle - 150mm  
 
DESP5007/150         7mm pitts mortice spindle - 150mm  
 
DESP5008/150         8mm pitts mortice spindle - 150mm  
 
All above D&E Pitts mortice spindles will suit a door thickness of 90mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D&E spindle sleeve range.       
 
DERBSL58               spindle sleeve 5mm up to 8mm 
DERBSL67               spindle sleeve 6mm up to 7mm 
DERBSL68               spindle sleeve 6mm up to 8mm 
DERBSL78               spindle sleeve 7mm up to 8mm 
DERBSL89               spindle sleeve 8mm up to 9mm 
 
Dimensions:              15mm standard length 
 
Packaging:                each    
 
 
DERBSL67/1            spindle sleeve 6mm up to 7mm        
DERBSL68/1            spindle sleeve 6mm up to 8mm 
DERBSL78/1            spindle sleeve 7mm up to 8mm 
 
Dimensions:              1 metre length  
 
Packaging:                each    
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